Introduction
============

In the mammalian telencephalon four interconnected nuclei comprise the basal ganglia: the striatum, the globus pallidus (GP), the subthalamic nucleus (STN), and the substantia nigra (SN; Haber, [@B36]). Pathological or experimental disruptions of neuronal activity in the basal ganglia cause profound deficits in motor control and learning throughout the chordate phylum, from amphibians to primates (Reiner et al., [@B64]). The vast majority of excitatory projections enter the basal ganglia via the striatum (Tepper et al., [@B68]). As a result, the circuitry of the striatum in vertebrates has been the subject of intense study since the pioneering application of techniques for tract tracing by Nauta and colleagues in the middle of the twentieth century (Paxinos, [@B57]).

It was observed in the earliest tract tracing studies that axons from subregions and lamina of the neocortex were inhomogeneously distributed in the dorsal striatum of rats (Gerfen, [@B29]) or the caudate--putamen (CPu) of primates (Goldman and Nauta, [@B33]). Careful registration of labeling patterns across subjects and the development of techniques for simultaneous use of multiple labels provided clear evidence for a topographical organization of the corticostriatal projection (Malach and Graybiel, [@B46]; Gerfen, [@B31]). Input to the dorsal striatum follows the relative position of neurons within the neocortex such that projection neurons from more lateral and dorsal cortical structures projecting to more lateral and dorsal aspects of the striatum (Paxinos, [@B57]). In addition to the corticostriatal projection, it has also been demonstrated that the thalamostriatal and nigrostriatal projections are topographically organized (Haber, [@B36]; Paxinos, [@B57]; Haber and Calzavara, [@B37]). In addition, anterograde tracing has demonstrated that the topographic organization of the striatum is maintained in a more compact form at its output targets in the ventral midbrain (Tulloch et al., [@B72]; Deniau et al., [@B20]).

The profound effects of pathological disruptions have indicated a critical role for the processing of excitatory input within the striatum (Albin et al., [@B1]). The topographical organization of inputs to and outputs from the striatum has long played a central role in both theory and the interpretation of functional data in the basal ganglia (Ragsdale and Graybiel, [@B62]; Mink, [@B50]). The core functional property of the basal ganglia from this perspective is the processing of information in largely non-overlapping "loops" that connect functionally related regions of the cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus (Graybiel et al., [@B35]; Haber, [@B36]). An important support for this model was a series of elegant studies in the monkey that revealed a convergence of functionally related, but anatomically distant, neocortical regions (Flaherty and Graybiel, [@B26], [@B27]; Parthasarathy et al., [@B55]; Parthasarathy and Graybiel, [@B54]). However, it is not clear that the convergence of functionally related cortical regions is a general feature across vertebrates. For example, functional mapping studies (Brown, [@B12]; Brown and Sharp, [@B14]; Brown et al., [@B13], [@B15]) and anatomical tracing experiments (Alloway et al., [@B3], [@B2]; Hoffer and Alloway, [@B40]; Ramanathan et al., [@B63]; Hoffer et al., [@B41]) have revealed that sensory and motor cortical regions project to diverse targets within the rodent striatum. While convergence is clearly present, it may be diminished compared to that detected in primates with \<5--10% of overlap in functionally related somatosensory and motor corticostriatal projections (Hoffer and Alloway, [@B40]).

Although the extent and importance of functional convergence is unclear in rats, and unknown in mice, in the last several years it has become clear that anatomically distinct regions of the striatum have dissociable functional properties (Packard and Knowlton, [@B53]; Balleine et al., [@B4] Redgrave, 2010 \#256). It has been elegantly demonstrated in rats that a profound dissociation between goal-directed and habitual behavior could be mapped onto circuits in the dorsomedial (Yin et al., [@B77],[@B78]) and dorsolateral striatum (Yin et al., [@B79]), respectively. More recently, an analogous dissociation between the dorsomedial and dorsolateral striatum during motor learning has also been demonstrated in mice (Yin et al., [@B80]). These recent behavioral results have shed light on the critical and specific roles of the dorsal striatum in instrumental conditioning and motor control that complement and extend earlier ideas about roles of striatal subregions in modality specific learning (Graybiel et al., [@B35]; Packard and Knowlton, [@B53]). However, these results in rodents raise the question of whether a finer scale organization of specific cortical and thalamic inputs is present in addition to the large-scale separation of medial and lateral input patterns.

The above mentioned differences between the anatomy of the dorsal striatum in rats and primates highlights the need for careful anatomical studies in different species. Despite deep similarities in the anatomy of the basal ganglia in vertebrates, significant differences are nonetheless present (Reiner et al., [@B64]). At best, analogies between closely related species (such as the rat and the mouse) need to be transformed into precise anatomical localizations in each. At worst, the failure of such analogies has the potential to cause misinterpretation of functional data. Yet, despite the substantial literature on the vertebrate striatum, there have been relatively few anatomical studies of the macrocircuitry of the mouse (White and DeAmicis, [@B75]; Hersch and White, [@B39]; Porter and White, [@B59]; Bernardo and Woolsey, [@B9]; Mattiace et al., [@B48]; Hofstetter and Ehret, [@B42]; Cepeda et al., [@B17]; Miura et al., [@B51]; Brazhnik et al., [@B11]; Usunoff et al., [@B73]; Ibáñez-Sandoval et al., [@B44]; Tlamsa and Brumberg, [@B70]) and to our knowledge an examination across multiple topographic regions has not been previously conducted.

To further establish the relationship between defined anatomical circuits and behavior we suggest that a detailed accounting of the similarities and differences between the anatomy of the mouse striatum and other vertebrates will be of continued importance. As an initial attempt at creating a more comprehensive anatomical description of the basal ganglia in mice, here we analyze a series of injections of retrograde tracer throughout the dorsal striatum. We focus on the topographic organization of the dorsal striatum and its connectivity with both cortical and subcortical structures.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Preparation and stereotactic injection of fluorescent latex microspheres
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 35 male mice aged 2--4 months were used. All work involving animals was approved by the Janelia Farm Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol Number 08-36), and met the standards of the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, International (AAALAC) accredited program. Mice were housed in ventilated cage racks (Allentown, Inc), provided ad lib irradiated feed (Lab Diet 5053), reverse osmosis water chlorinated to 2--3 ppm, and were kept on a 12:12 light cycle. For the duration of the surgical exposure of the brain, implantation of cannulae, and intracranial injections mice were maintained at a surgical plane of anesthesia using isoflurane (1.5--2.5% in O~2~). In several injections, after the mouse was deeply anesthetized and secured in the stereotaxis, guide cannulae spanning the depth of the cortex were implanted in order to minimize the leak of fluorescent beads during insertion of the injection needle into the brain. For guide cannulae we used one or two sterile, 30 gage (26 gage in some cases) stainless-steel guide cannula. After lowering the guide cannula to the appropriate depth dental cement was used to secure the cannulae to the skull.

Injections were targeted to a range of coordinates centered around (1) posterior, (−0.2 posterior, 2.5--2.8 lateral, 2.5--3.5 ventral; all units are mm), (2) medial anterior (+1.0 anterior, 1.2 lateral, 2.5--3.5 ventral), and (3) lateral anterior (+1.0 anterior, 2.5 lateral, 2.5--3.5 ventral) striatal targets. In some experiments injections were targeted to the motor (+1.0 anterior, 0.7 lateral, 0.4--0.7 ventral) and somatosensory cortical areas (−0.55 posterior, 3.0 lateral, 0.4--0.7 ventral). A fine needle (140 μm external diameter and 40 μm internal diameter) made by silica capillary tubing (VS-140-40, Scientific Glass Engineering) was used as injection needle, which was held by an attached stainless-steel collar. The tip of needle extended 1--2 mm beyond the tip of guide cannula. The needle was filled with red or green Lumafluor beads (Lumafluor beads, Lumafluor, Inc.) or a mixture of both and mated to a 1 μl Hamilton syringe with plastic tubing. Following implantation of the needle 80--100 nl of beads were infused into the target areas with the speed of 100 nl/min using a microinjection driver. The needle was left in place for 10 min before being removed from the brain.

Preparation and stereotactic injection of viruses
-------------------------------------------------

Stereotactic injection of viruses was accomplished using procedures equivalent to those described above for injection of retrograde tracer. The virus was a modified adeno-associated virus (serotype 2/1) engineered to drive the over expression of enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP). The sequence for the expression construct and details of viral production are described in more detail in subsequent manuscript (Mao et al., in preparation). Injection volumes for virus were 20--40 nl per injection site with 1--2 sites per target region.

Histology
---------

In initial experiments we found that similar results were obtained after allowing axonal transport of the retrograde tracer for as few as 3 days or as many as 14 days after injection. For the experiments reported here, 3--7 days following tracer injection and 1--3 weeks following viral infection, mice were deeply anesthetized under constant inhalation of isoflurane (\>2% in O~2~) and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (0.1 M, pH = 7.4). The brains were removed and left in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution for 1--7 days for the injection of retrograde tracers or 24 h for viral infection. Each brain was sectioned on a vibrating microtome at 50--100 μm. The sections were mounted onto slides and allowed to air dry. Preliminary examination of labeling was accomplished using a dissecting microscope equipped with filter sets for epifluorescence detection (Olympus MVX10). Images were obtained using acquisition with a digital camera or in a small number of cases using a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope.

Analysis
--------

For mapping of the injection sites and cell labeling areas, the photos of slices were checked through. The injection and labeling sites were determined according to a standard stereotaxic atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58]). To do quantitative analyses, an ideal method is to count the percentage of all labeled cells in a given brain region area. However, this analysis is complicated by a challenge in defining a brain region as well as the challenge of producing high quality stereological counts of all cells in a brain area. Finally, we find that the signal-to-noise of labeled cells can vary widely in some regions (especially the neocortex) and thus, the definition of a positive labeled cell is not rigorous. We also found that it was impossible to accurately define the exact extent or magnitude of the injection site. Thus, here we settled upon a semi-quantitative method to quantify labeling in a given brain region. For a particular labeled region, the relative intensity of labeling of an area was defined by counting the numbers of labeled somata. The intensity marker "+" was give for the numbers of labeling cells were counted as 1--10, "++" for 11--20, "+++" for 21--30, and "++++" for more than 31.

Tabulated results from manual annotation and counting were analyzed using custom written routines in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Eugene, OR, USA) and Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Correlation and covariance analysis was accomplished using standard Matlab functions applied to our annotated database of all labeling intensity. All plotting and curve fitting was accomplished using custom scripts written for Igor Pro.

Results
=======

Retrograde tracers were injected under stereotaxic control into the dorsal striatum of mice using volume displacement (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Our injection sites were distributed throughout the dorsal striatum with particular focus on the less studied posterior striatum. In preliminary experiments we tested both the injection of latex microspheres adsorbed with fluorescent small molecules (Lumafluor beads, Lumafluor, Inc.) and high molecular weight dextrans conjugated with fluorescent small molecules (10,000 MW, Invitrogen). For a given injection of tracer, labeled somata were found in relatively extensive regions of the neocortex, and more focal regions of the thalamus and midbrain as early as 2 days following injection into the dorsal striatum. We found that latex microspheres ("beads") gave more reliable labeling with improved signal-to-noise and thus all of the data reported here will focus on our injections using beads. We found qualitatively similar results using both tracers, however, a detailed comparison was not conducted.

![**Injection sites and representative retrograde labeling**. **(A,B)** The approximate central points for reported injections are indicated by ellipses. Inset numbers are position (mm) of the coronal plane relative to bregma, Anterior and posterior injection sites are displayed in **(A,B)**, respectively. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58]. **(C)** An example injection site with major planes of labeled somata. **(D)** Higher magnification fluorescence image showing the typical punctuate labeling in the ventral midbrain.](fnana-04-00147-g001){#F1}

Qualitative description of labeled somata
-----------------------------------------

As expected, the majority of labeled somata were found in the neocortex, discrete nuclei in the thalamus, and nuclei of the ventral midbrain reflecting the corticostriatal, thalamostriatal, and nigrostriatal pathways, respectively (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The complete distribution of labeled somata, an indication of the maximal cell count, and the frequency of detection (see [Materials and Methods](#s1){ref-type="sec"} for details) from all of the injections of fluorescent beads examined are collected in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. All abbreviations follow the conventions of the standard mouse brain atlas (Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58]). Consistent with canonical descriptions of the striatal circuitry, we found these three pathways to have core features that are shared between primates (Haber, [@B36]) and rodents (Paxinos, [@B57]). One, labeled somata were found in deep layers of a wide distribution of frontal and parietal neocortex (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Two, the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus were a major source of neurons projecting to the striatum (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Three, the dopaminergic input to the dorsal striatum originated from neurons with somata located predominantly in the substantia nigra *pars compacta* (SNc), but also found in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and the retrorubral field of the caudal midbrain (A8; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Summary of all injections of retrograde tracer \[(A)**, upper\] Plot of labeling intensity for each injection site ("case") with peak count represented by the color scale at left. Labels for each manually annotated brain area (after Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58]) are indicated along the y axis. Cases plotted in blue are the most anterior injections and cases plotted in red are derived from the more posterior injections. \[**(A)**, middle\] The approximate medial to lateral position of the injection in each case is indicated by a solid blue square. \[**(A)**, lower\] The sum of labeling across all brain areas is plotted for each case. **(B)** The complete pairwise correlation matrix for all injections and all annotated brain areas. Annotated brain areas are grouped according to their principal features along the x axis. For select correlation values see text. In this and subsequent figures brain region annotations follow the conventions of Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58].](fnana-04-00147-g002){#F2}

###### 

**Summary of retrograde labeling results**.

  Labeling sites    Anterior--medial injections (*n* = 4)   Anterior--lateral injections (*n* = 8)   Posterior injections (*n* = 21)
  ----------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
   **FOREBRAIN**                                                                                     
  PrL-MO            ++++(2/4)                               ++++(1/8)                                −(0/21)
  LO-AI             −(0/4)                                  ++++(2/8)                                −(0/21)
  PrL-IL            ++++(3/4)                               −(0/8)                                   −(0/21)
  Cg1-M2            ++++(4/4)                               ++++(2/8)                                −(0/21)
  M1-Fr3            ++++(2/4)                               ++++(3/8)                                +++(4/21)
  M1-S1             ++++(1/4)                               ++++(4/8)                                ++++(8/21)
  S2-GI             ++++(1/4)                               ++++(3/8)                                +++(13/21)
  EcT-PRh           ++++(1/4)                               ++++(3/8)                                ++(4/21)
  IPAC              +++(4/4)                                +++(3/8)                                 +++(11/21)
   **AMYGDALA**                                                                                      
  CEA               ++++(4/4)                               ++++(2/8)                                ++(10/21)
  BLA               ++++(2/4)                               ++++(3/8)                                ++++(18/21)
   **THALAMUS**                                                                                      
  AM                ++++(2/4)                               −(0/8)                                   −(0/21)
  AD-IAD            ++++(2/4)                               −(0/8)                                   +(1/21)
  MD                +++(2/4)                                +(1/8)                                   −(0/21)
  PVA               +++(3/4)                                +(1/8)                                   +(1/21)
  RE                ++(3/4)                                 +(1/8)                                   −(0/21)
  CM-CL             ++++(4/4)                               ++++(4/8)                                +++(3/21)
  AM-AV             +++(1/4)                                −(0/8)                                   −(0/21)
  Sub-VM            +++(2/4)                                −(0/8)                                   −(0/21)
  LP                −(0/4)                                  ++(1/8)                                  ++(8/21)
  PF                +++(4/4)                                ++++(6/8)                                +++(20/21)
  PO                +(2/4)                                  ++(3/8)                                  +++(20/21)
  Eth               +(4/4)                                  +(4/8)                                   ++(19/21)
  MG                −(0/4)                                  −(0/8)                                   +(14/21)
  LG                −(0/4)                                  −(0/8)                                   +(6/21)
   **MIDBRAIN**                                                                                      
  A10               +++(4/4)                                +++(6/8)                                 ++(19/21)
  A9                +(2/4)                                  ++++(8/8)                                +++(21/21)
  A8                +++(2/4)                                +++(8/8)                                 ++(20/21)
   **BRAIN STEM**                                                                                    
  DRV               ++++(4/4)                               +++(2/8)                                 ++(7/21)
  MnR               ++(4/4)                                 −(0/8)                                   −(0/21)
  LPBE              ++(3/4)                                 ++(3/8)                                  ++(5/21)

![**Example labeling of deep layer cortical neurons Labeled neurons following retrograde tracer injections into the dorsal striatum showed labeling distributed over a range of sensory and motor cortical regions (A--C)**. Intense labeling of both superficial and deep layer V neurons was typical in many injections as shown here. **(C)** An example injection at a more posterior site with clear superficial and deep labeling of cortical neurons. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars: 0.5 mm **(A--C)**.](fnana-04-00147-g003){#F3}

![**Major sources of thalamostriatal projection Labeled neurons following retrograde tracer injections into the anterior (A)** and posterior (B,C) aspect of the dorsal striatum. Anterior injection sites were associated with labeled cells throughout a wide range of thalamic nuclei **(A)** including the PAV. MD. CM, IAD. AD, Re. AM., and LPMR (see text for details). Posterior injection sites predominantly labeled PO and Eth nuclei and PF nuclei at more medial injection sites (not shown). Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars: 0.5 mm.](fnana-04-00147-g004){#F4}

![**Major sources of nigrostriatal projection (A,B)** Labeled neurons following retrograde tracer injections into a posterior position of the dorsal striatum. Pronounced and intense somatic labeling was detected in putative dopaminergic neurons of the SNc **(A)** and retrorubral nucleus \[A8; **(C)**\]. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin. [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars: 0.5 mm.](fnana-04-00147-g005){#F5}

In our dataset we regularly observed more intensely labeled and larger numbers of cortical neurons in the ipsilateral hemisphere as compared to the contralateral hemisphere. Additionally, posterior and lateral injections regularly yielded less contralateral labeling than more anterior and medial injections. As a result the quantification of labeled subregions of cortex and their quantification were derived entirely from ipsilateral projections. While labeled cortical somata were confined almost exclusively to deep layers, there were substantial apparent differences in the distribution of labeled somata between frontal cortices, temporal cortices, and sensory areas of parietal cortices. In well-defined six-layer neocortex labeled somata were clearly confined to distributions of cells throughout the entire extent of layer V and often concentrated in both a narrow superficial band consistent with layer Va and deeper layers (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, in frontal and temporal cortices labeled neurons appeared distributed throughout a wider range of cortical layers extending from the border of layer III to layer VI (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); reminiscent of the broad laminar distribution corticostriatal neurons identified with anterograde tracing in the frontal cortex of the rat (Gerfen, [@B30]).

In the thalamus we reliably observed retrograde labeling of neurons not only in the parafascicular (PF) and centromedian (CM) intralaminar nuclei (Smith et al., [@B67]), but also within sensory nuclei located more laterally such as the posterior (PO), ethmoid (Eth), medial (MG), and lateral geniculate (LG) nuclei (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Across the entire collection of retrogradely labeled somata we found that individual injection sites have both idiosyncratic and focal distributions of somata in the thalamus (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Injection sites throughout dorsal striatum were associated with intensely labeled somata in the basolateral (BLA) and central (CEA) nuclei of the amygdala (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Our labeling was consistent with early studies in which injection of tritiated amino acids into the CEA and BLA revealed labeled axons across a large extent of the dorsal striatum in the rat (Kelley et al., [@B45]; Price, [@B61]). In addition to an amygdalostriatal projection, there has been considerable interest in the interaction between the extended amygdala and striatum. Although to our knowledge there have been no prior report of projections from the extended amygdala to the dorsal striatum we found clear labeling of somata in the interstitial nucleus of the posterior limb of the anterior commissure (IPAC) at many anterior injection sites (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, there have been a series of previous studies focused on the projection from midline brainstem nuclei to the striatum (Di Matteo et al., [@B21]). Consistent with these results we found clear labeling of large somata in medial and dorsal raphe nuclei of the brainstem, a putative serotonergic projection to the dorsal striatum (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![**A prominent amygdalostriatal projection in mice Injections of retrograde tracer into many sites throughout the dorsomedial striatum resulted in substantial labeling of cells in the amygdala \[both central and basolateral nuclei; (A,B)\]** and the extended amygdala \[IPAC; **(C)**\]. **(D)** Inset of from c is shown in the image in **(D)**. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars; 0.5 mm **(A--C)** 0,2 mm **(D)**.](fnana-04-00147-g006){#F6}

![**Projections from the dorsal brainstem to the dorsal striatum (A)** Injections of retrograde tracer produced less prominent but readable labeling of neurons in the dorsal brainstem. Left inset is region shown in **(B)**; Right inset is region shown in **(C)**. **(B)** inset from panel a shows putative serotonergic neurons in the dorsal raphe. Neurons of the medial raphe were also commonly labeled (not shown). More lateral nuclei were also occasionally observed. **(C)** intense labeling of the LP6E is shown in the inset from panel **(A)**. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars: 0.5 mm **(A,C)** 0.2 mm **(B)**.](fnana-04-00147-g007){#F7}

Anterograde tracing confirms a non-canonical projection
-------------------------------------------------------

Although retrograde labeling of more lateral thalamic nuclei such as PO was previously observed in the rat (Erro et al., [@B25]; Alloway et al., [@B2]), we were nonetheless concerned that such labeling could result from leakage of some tracer in the neocortex during the insertion of the injection needle. Moreover, as described above, we also observed retrograde labeling in areas of the amygdala and midbrain that, while these sites have also been observed previously, were less commonly reported in the literature. We took two steps to ensure the accuracy of our labeling. One, we found that implanting cannulae spanning the neocortex and largely prevented leakage of tracer during insertion and did not change our observed retrograde labeling in the thalamus and cortex (an example is shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Two, we sought to directly confirm the thalamostriatal projection from the more lateral nuclei using anterograde tracing.

To visualize the projection from the PO nucleus of the thalamus we infected neurons with an adeno-associated virus driving the expression of the gene encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein (GFP). Two weeks after infection expression of the GFP was sufficient to detect both somata localized to the thalamus as well as clear axonal projections coursing through the internal capsule and terminating in the cortex (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the vast majority of axons from the posterior and ventral posterior thalamus formed a dense columnar plexus of axonal ramifications in layer IV of the neocortex (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}B). However, with careful examination we found that axon collaterals from the thalamus exited the internal capsule and ramified in a band in the posterior dorsolateral striatum (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}C,D) consistent with our retrograde labeling. Axons observed in the striatum appeared both branched and lined with varicosities consistent with the formation of local synaptic contacts (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}D,E). The massive labeling of fibers terminating in the cortex compared with those in the striatum are consistent with sparse retrograde labeling we observed (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and with the suggestion that only a subpopulation of neurons in lateral, posterior thalamic nuclei project to the striatum (Erro et al., [@B23], [@B24]; Barroso-Chinea et al., [@B5]).

![**Anterograde tracing from posterior thalamic nuclei (A)** Parasagittal plane (∼1. 5 mm lateral of bregma) showing the infection site in the posterior and lateral region of the thalamus. **(B)** A more lateral (∼2.6 mm lateral) parasagittal plane showing extensive projection of thalamocortical axons into primary somatosensory cortex. **(C)** At the lateral extreme of the striatum (∼3 mm lateral) careful examination of the image reveals extensive ramification of axons in the striatum. Box indicates region magnified in **(D)**. **(D)** Magnified image showing diffuse and tortuous labeled axons. **(E)** Confocal image showing two axons studded with varicosities. Scale bar 10 m.](fnana-04-00147-g008){#F8}

Organization of striatal inputs identified by retrograde labeling
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Manual inspection of the annotated database of labeled cells revealed clear tendencies in the retrograde labeling data that were partially described above. In addition, when individual injections were sorted according to the relative anterior--posterior position (blue and red coloring in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, respectively) and secondarily sorted by their relative medial--lateral position (lower panel, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A) of injection site, clustering of the retrograde labeling was apparent. Previous work has demonstrated both a segregation of afferent inputs according to relative position along the medial--lateral neuraxis as well as a convergence of functionally related, anatomically distant brain regions. While this has most often been examined with paired injections of tracers and inspection of the resulting tissue as we have done here, we note that this model of connectivity also predicts that there should be a well-defined covariance structure in the afferent inputs to the striatum. To examine whether there was evidence of such correlations in our dataset we computed the pairwise correlations between annotated brain regions for all injection sites (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B).

As expected, there is a large distribution of correlation scores with the majority of correlations being weak and non-significant (Figure [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"} of Appendix). Nonetheless, comparison of the observed correlation values with the expected distribution from a random pattern reveals that our observed distribution is significantly shifted toward positive correlations (Figure [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"}B of Appendix; *p* \< 0.0001).

Examination of the distribution of significant correlations (Figure [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"}A of Appendix) revealed both significant positive correlations between specific brain areas and larger trends in the overall distribution of labeled areas. For example, we found that the PO nucleus of the thalamus and the border of the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2-GI) were highly correlated (*r*^2^ = 0.49), whereas the PF nucleus of the thalamus was correlated with labeling in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1; *r*^2^ = 0.50). The medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) was likewise correlated with frontal and motor cortical areas (M1-Fr3; *r*^2^ = 0.48). In addition to the correlations between thalamostriatal and corticostriatal projections we also found significant correlations between nigrostriatal and corticostriatal projections. For example, labeling intensity in A10 was significantly correlated with labeling of the prefrontal cortex (PFC; *r*^2^ = 0.46), whereas A9 labeling was anticorrelated (*r*^2^ = −0.65).

The above correlations suggested the presence of potentially important functional convergence across striatal input pathways. However, careful examination of the labeled areas and correlations indicated that the convergence of inputs is related to their position along the anterior--posterior and medial--lateral neuraxes in addition to their putative functional overlap. For example, the more medial A10 was correlated strongly with medial cortical and thalamic nuclei, whereas the more lateral A9 was anti-correlated with those structures. The more lateral PO was likewise correlated more strongly with the more lateral secondary somatosensory cortex whereas the more medial PF was more strongly correlated with the more medio-dorsal primary somatosensory cortex. In addition, the distinctions along the anterior--posterior axis were particularly profound. The more anterior thalamic nuclei (e.g., AM) were strongly correlated with more frontal cortical regions (e.g., PFC; *r*^2^ = 0.80) and anti-correlated with posterior thalamic nuclei and parietal cortical regions. Further, the BLA correlated strongly with a posterior localized thalamic nucleus, PO (*r*^2^ = 0.57), by contrast to the CEA which was highly correlated with a more anterior thalamic nucleus, RE (*r*^2^ = 0.68).

To evaluate the relative contribution of position within the neuraxis upon the structure of the correlations between labeled brain areas we calculated the eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix (Figure [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"} of Appendix). Plotting the eigenvalues revealed, as expected, that there are many components of the covariance structure necessary to account for the dataset (Figure [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"}A of Appendix). Nonetheless, we find that the first two eigenvalues were significantly separated from the rest of the distribution and accounted for 41.6% of the variance. The corresponding eigenvectors should reflect the relative weighting given to individual brain areas necessary to generate the observed covariance. So we asked whether the weightings of the dominant eigenvectors reflected the position of labeled nuclei along the neuraxis. For clarity we used the estimated centroid position of our annotations of thalamic nuclei. We found that indeed the weightings in the first two eigenvectors are proportional to the position of the thalamic nuclei along both the anterior--posterior and medial--lateral neuraxes (Figures [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"}B,C of Appendix), consistent with the claim that position along these axes was the most important determinant of their postsynaptic targets in the dorsal striatum.

### Organization of inputs along the medial--lateral axis of the dorsal striatum

As described above, our analysis of the pairwise correlations amongst afferent input structures to the dorsal striatum indicated that position along the medial--lateral axis and the anterior--posterior axis were important determinants of their postsynaptic targets in the striatum. However, even though we selected fluorescent beads for their useful property minimal diffusion away from the injection site and uptake by actively cycling axon terminals (Vercelli et al., [@B74]), it is still difficult to precisely identify the site of injection and to rule out a biased diffusion or in homogeneous uptake of tracer across injections. Thus, to confirm our inferences from the correlation structure of all cases, we examined injections in which beads with distinct fluorophores were targeted to positions separated along the medial--lateral axis in the same subject.

From simultaneous injection of two tracers we found that the medial to lateral separation of inputs is maintained throughout the neuraxis. In the frontal cortex we found the infralimbic cortex was labeled clearly from the medial injection site whereas agranular motor cortex was labeled from the lateral injection site (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}A). The separation was particularly clear in the ventral midbrain. Whereas nearly overlapping injection sites with two different fluorescent beads labeled intermingled (and largely non-overlapping) sets of dopaminergic neurons, injection sites with a significant medial to lateral separation labeled non-overlapping collections of midbrain dopaminergic neurons (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C). Retrograde labeling in the thalamus also showed a robust medial to lateral separation and a clear anterior to posterior separation (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Simultaneous injection of medial and lateral striatum Representative case in which injections of retrograde tracer were made in both a medial (green) and lateral (red) position in the dorsal striatum**. Labeling in **(A--C)** shows the organization of labeled somata along the neuraxis from frontal cortices **(A)** to thalamus **(B)** to midbrain **(C)**. Histological references are modified from Paxinos and Franklin, [@B58] with coordinates relative to bregma shown (mm). Scale bars: 0.5 mm.](fnana-04-00147-g009){#F9}

### Organization of inputs along the anterior--posterior axis of the dorsal striatum

We were particularly interested in the posterior striatum because it has been relatively less studied and as we have confirmed in mice, is known to receive extensive projections from sensory regions of cortex and the sensory thalamus (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). As noted above, examination of the correlations between retrogradely labeled input structures suggested a surprisingly clear separation between anterior and posterior striatal injection sites. The divergence of labeling we detected between anterior and posterior injection sites was surprising based upon studies in other mammals. In the mouse as in many mammals, the sensory and motor areas of the neocortex are segregated along the anterior--posterior axis. This is also the case in the primate, but an elegant series of studies demonstrated a robust convergence of functionally related sensory and motor structures in the striatum despite this separation along the anterior--posterior axis (Ragsdale and Graybiel, [@B62]; Parthasarathy et al., [@B55]; Flaherty and Graybiel, [@B27]; Parthasarathy and Graybiel, [@B54]). In the rat sensory and motor projections to the striatum are only partially overlapping (Hoffer and Alloway, [@B40]; Alloway et al., [@B2]) even though sensory and motor areas at the same position in the anterior--posterior axis may converge more substantially (Ramanathan et al., [@B63]). Thus, we sought to examine the projections from the well characterized sensory and motor cortex of the vibrissa system in the mouse.

The primary motor and primary somatosensory areas of the vibrissa system were labeled by infection with a virus driving the over expression of fluorescent protein. Injections into somatosensory cortex led to a focal projection into the dorsolateral extreme of the posterior striatum (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}B). By contrast, injections into primary motor cortex revealed a substantial arborization of axons in the anterior striatum and an axonal projection extending along the posterior axis (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A). While this extension along the posterior axis indeed partially overlapped with sensory axons as seen in rat (Hoffer and Alloway, [@B40]), the majority of the projection was several hundred microns more anterior to the sensory axons and largely non-overlapping. This observation was consistent with our retrograde labeling (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Further, we found more prominent ipsilateral projections as opposed to contralateral projections, especially following infection of the somatosensory cortex that was again consistent with retrograde tracing.

![**Anterograde tracing from M1 and S1 cortices (A)** Infection site in the primary motor cortex for the vibrissa. Descending axons ramify both locally within the same coronal plane of the striatum as well as fibers running caudally along the outer edge of the dorsal striatum. **(B)** Axons from the primary motor cortex are visible at a posterior coronal plane terminating densely in the thalamus and the dorsolateral striatum. **(C)** Image taken from the same anterior coronal plane as a following infection of the primary somatosensory cortex. **(D)** Posterior plane shows infection site in the primary somatosensory cortex and local projection of axons into the dorsolateral striatum. GP, globus pallidas; STR, striatum. Scale bars: 1 mm.](fnana-04-00147-g010){#F10}

Discussion
==========

We performed a series of injections of retrograde tracer into a range of positions within the dorsal striatum of the mouse. As the mouse becomes an increasingly popular model organism for neuroscientists, and a tractable model for the exploration of diseases of the basal ganglia, we found it increasingly important to confirm the homology between neuroanatomy in the mouse and the wealth of anatomical data in the rat. As a preliminary move in this direction we have begun to characterize the distribution of inputs to the dorsal striatum. The dorsal striatum is a massive structure receiving converging inputs from regions distributed through the telencephalon and diencephalon. As a consequence we have necessarily provided only a partial sampling of the potential loci for injection of retrograde tracers. However, we have applied an analysis of retrograde labeling using the covariance of labeling across multiple experiments that to our knowledge had not been applied to such data previously and may prove to be a useful approach for future studies (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"} and [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"} of Appendix). Our analysis provided suggestive evidence for the convergence of projections from specific nuclei across the nigro-, cortico-, thalamo-, and amygdalo- striatal pathways. We also have provided some quantitative evidence that the position of an afferent structure along the anterior--posterior and medial--lateral neuraxes is the principle determinant of the termination field within the dorsal striatum, consistent with data in the rat (Paxinos, [@B57]). These observations from analysis of our dataset were confirmed by both dual injections of retrograde tracer (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and anterograde tracing (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we have provided supporting evidence for projections from the amygdala and raphe nuclei to dorsal striatum that were first identified in rat, but have received less attention in the years since their discovery.

The thalamostriatal projection
------------------------------

As expected, and described above, we find that there are deep similarities between the extensive literature on the canonical striatal inputs from the thalamus, ventral midbrain dopamine neurons and deep layer cortical neurons in the rat and our data in mice. Here we have provided some refinement of the details and interpretation of these projections when compared with the canonical descriptions. For example, in the thalamostriatal projection we found that nuclei outside of the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus appear to make a significant contribution to the projection into the posterior striatum. This observation was discovered by retrograde labeling of PO nuclei of the thalamus, controlled for by the implantation of cannulae to prevent leakage along the injection tract, and confirmed through anterograde tracing following infection of the posterior and ventral posterior thalamic nuclei. The PO nucleus receives primary sensory afferents from brainstem nuclei (Paxinos, [@B57]) and the Eth nucleus additionally receives feedback from the motor cortex via zona incerta (Barthó et al., [@B6]). This strongly suggests that in the mouse and the rat the thalamostriatal projection, like the corticostriatal projection, carries both primary sensory and motor information in addition to associative information.

The nigrostriatal projection
----------------------------

We found that the nigrostriatal projection is topographically organized along a medial--lateral axis and includes projections from throughout the anterior--posterior extent (extending from areas A8--A10) of the dopaminergic cell bodies in the ventral midbrain. This medial--lateral organization was associated with the surprising observation that a significant component of the dorsal nigrostriatal projection originated from somata located at the anteromedial surface of the SNr -- a position consistent with the localization of the VTA (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We also consistently observed large labeled somata in the midbrain that was dorsal and posterior to the SNc, consistent with the retrorubral field (A8; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Notably absent, however, were "displaced" dopamine neurons within or along the ventral surface of the SNr (Gerfen et al., [@B32]; Prensa and Parent, [@B60]). Prior work demonstrated that displaced dopamine neurons form a specific projection to very dorsal and lateral regions of the striatum (Gerfen et al., [@B32]) that may have been under sampled in our injections.

Based upon retrograde and anterograde labeling in the primate it has been previously suggested that dopaminergic neurons may play a critical role in transferring information between the medial and lateral striatum (Haber et al., [@B38]; Haber, [@B36]). Although future experiments will be required to determine whether such a "spiral" structure is present in the rodent brain (Yin et al., [@B81]; Belin et al., [@B7]), our data are consistent with a topographical organization that could subserve a similar function.

The corticostriatal pathway
---------------------------

Finally, by using injection sites distributed over a range of sites along the anterior--posterior and medial--lateral axes of the dorsal striatum we were able to confirm the medial--lateral gradient of corticostriatal projections first elucidated in the rat and primate. The most parsimonious account of our data is that the topography of striatal inputs predominantly maintains the topographic organization of the neocortex and thalamus. Consistent with this interpretation we also find that there is a distinct anterior--posterior gradient present in both the thalamostriatal and corticostriatal projections. Although it has received less attention as an important axis of functional differentiation, recent results suggest that the anterior and posterior striatum have dissociable behavioral effects (Tricomi et al., [@B71]; Shiflett et al., [@B66]). Indeed, our analysis of the correlation between labeled thalamic nuclei suggests that the anterior--posterior axis may be a more significant axis of differentiation in the dorsal striatum than the medial--lateral axis (Figure [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"} of Appendix).

Whereas in the monkey there appears to be strong convergence of functionally related, but topographically distant areas in the corticostriatal projection, our results suggest that for the majority of axons in the corticostriatal projection these topographic separations are maintained in the mouse. This observation is consistent with the distribution of the projection from the vibrissa primary motor and vibrissa primary sensory cortex in the rat where less than 5% overlap in axonal projections has been observed (Hoffer and Alloway, [@B40]). However, even though the overlap of motor and sensory axons was an apparent minority of the labeling, the zones of overlap may be disproportionately important to the function of the dorsolateral striatum in the rat (Brown and Sharp, [@B14]), as has been proposed in the primate (Graybiel et al., [@B35]; Haber, [@B36]; Cohen and Frank, [@B18]; Haber and Calzavara, [@B37]). In rodents, an assessment of the functional importance of convergence and divergence in the corticostriatal and thalamostriatal projections is likely to be an important area of study for experiments in the future.

Non-canonical striatal projections
----------------------------------

In addition to these core features of the macrocircuitry of the striatum that were common across a wide range of vertebrates (Reiner et al., [@B64]; Tepper et al., [@B68]), our injections also identified a collection of nuclei and brain regions that have been previously observed, but are not commonly included in the canonical basal ganglia circuit. Most strikingly, we found strong labeling of the amygdala, the extended amygdala, and the raphe nuclei. The projection of serotonergic neurons to the dorsal striatum has received some attention (Di Matteo et al., [@B21]), especially interesting due to its proposed role in mediating opponent learning (Daw et al., [@B19]; Doya, [@B22]). However, while projections from the amygdala to the ventral striatum have indeed received quite a lot of attention (Gray, [@B34]; Cardinal et al., [@B16]; Floresco et al., [@B28]; Belin et al., [@B7]; Humphries and Prescott, [@B43]), the projections to the dorsal striatum that were observed with anterograde tracing in the rat (Kelley et al., [@B45]), have received relatively less attention. To our surprise, in the mouse we regularly detected significant labeling of the amygdala following injections across a range of different positions within the dorsal striatum -- with the notable exception of the most anterior and lateral injections (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A previous study in the rat also demonstrated that the only territory where amygdala fibers were absent was in the rostrolateral striatum, consistent with our results (Kelley et al., [@B45]). The importance of the amygdalostriatal projection into dorsal striatum was further suggested by the observation that it is an evolutionarily ancient pathway (Martínez-García et al., [@B47]) -- present at least as far back as reptiles (Novejarque et al., [@B52]).

We suggest that the prominent amygdalostriatal projection to the dorsomedial striatum should be given some attention and perhaps inclusion in the canonical circuitry of the basal ganglia. Indeed, it has recently been demonstrated that activity in the amygdala is highly correlated with learning and reflects both value and error prediction signals that are tightly correlated with learning (Paton et al., [@B56]; Belova et al., [@B8]). Given the critical requirement of the dorsal striatum in the acquisition and expression of goal-directed instrumental conditioning and the central role that error prediction signals are thought to play in such learning (Schultz, [@B65]), the amygdalostriatal projection may be an important component of an extended learning circuit involving the hippocampus, dorsal striatum, and amygdala (McDonald et al., [@B49]).

Limitations of our dataset
--------------------------

We selected fluorescent latex microspheres because of their lack of diffusion away from the injection site and high signal-to-noise ratio compared to other approaches (Vercelli et al., [@B74]). Nonetheless, it is currently not possible to accurately estimate the number of beads injected or differences in the efficiency of uptake by the surrounding axons. Our analysis of the covariance of labeling is more susceptible to another problem: full sampling of a structure as large as the dorsal striatum is impractical. While we have necessarily under sampled the complete distribution of inputs to the striatum, two features of our study are important. One, there was a lack of prior datasets covering multiple striatal subregions in the mouse. Two, our analysis provides a general method that could be applied to future datasets or accommodate additional data and more complete coverage of the dorsal striatum.

Medium spiny neurons contain upwards of 10,000 synapses in the rat, with approximately a quarter of all synapses being symmetrical synapses (Wilson, [@B76]). Single cell labeling studies and paired recordings have indicated that many of the symmetrical synapses found on MSNs arise from local GABAergic interneurons that have extensive, locally ramifying axonal arborizations (Tepper et al., [@B69]). In addition, elegant single cell labeling studies have discovered a feedback pathway from the GP to the striatum (Bevan et al., [@B10]). Neither of these projections was reported in our summary data. For local connectivity we regularly observed labeled neurons locally within the dorsal striatum (e.g., Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C), however, it was unclear how to quantify this labeling or if one could confidently distinguish direct labeling due to pressure injection, leakage into the underlying GP, or uptake by local axon collaterals. Thus, we have left these projections out of our analysis. By contrast, with a single exception we did not detect labeling of neurons in the GP in our injections except in cases where the injection site may have had minor overlap with the GP. It remains to be seen in future work whether the absence of a detectable pallidostriatal projection was an artifact of our technique or reflects an actual difference between rats and mice in the organization of the basal ganglia.

Functional architecture of the mouse striatum
---------------------------------------------

Both our study and many previous studies in the rat (Paxinos, [@B57]) have provided evidence for a well-defined topographic segregation along the medial--lateral and anterior--posterior axis. However, this observation of a segregation of pathways has also raised questions about how activity in anatomically distinct regions of cortex, thalamus, and striatum are coordinated during learning. Perhaps the nigrostriatal pathway mediates this integration (Haber, [@B36]) via thalamocortical loops (Haber and Calzavara, [@B37]). A complimentary possibility is that extensive intracortical projections may play an important role in rodents. A less studied possibility is that local inhibitory interactions, present throughout the basal ganglia (Tepper et al., [@B68]) and prominent in the striatum (Wilson, [@B76]), play a critical role in coordinating activity during learning. Our examination of the correlation structure of inputs to the striatum suggests a diverse collection of neuronal groups with idiosyncratic collections of afferents. These diverse target areas, as has been occasionally noted in the literature (Brown, [@B12]), may allow for a combinatorial map of cortical output in the striatum. Thus, local inhibitory interactions may be sufficient to mediate interactions between and across multiple sensory and motor modalities, rather than or in addition to interactions within corticothalamic loops.

Our study of the striatum in mouse has provided a helpful step in the goal of combining the power of a genetic model organism and circuit anatomy in the basal ganglia. Future work will be required to both further complete a description of the macrocircuitry of the mouse as well as to enhance the specific description of the microstructure within the corticostriatal and thalamostriatal projections. Indeed, an exciting prospect for the future is the use of tracing techniques for studies of macrocircuitry in combination with the use of optical and genetic approaches for the elucidation of microcircuitry with cellular resolution.
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![**Distribution and significance of pairwise correlations (A)** Plot of estimated significance for each pairwise correlation value. For details about the plot please see corresponding plot in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} in the main text. **(B)** The observed distribution of all pairwise correlations is shown in open bars. Solid fill is a gaussian fit to the expected distribution of correlation scores for a random, equivalently scaled dataset.](fnana-04-00147-a001){#FA1}

![**Principal components analysis of retrograde labeling data (A)** Rank ordered eigenvalues of the covariance matrix derived from retrograde labeling data in **Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Figure [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"}. (B,C)** Correlation between the anterior--posterior (AP, red) and medial--lateral (ML, blue) position of annotated thalamic nuclei and the first **(B)** and second **(C)** eigenvectors (components) resulting from decomposition of the covariance matrix. Solid lines are best linear fits to the data.](fnana-04-00147-a002){#FA2}
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